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The Covenant at a glance

EU initiative launched in 2008 by the Commission –

DG ENERGY to endorse and support local andDG ENERGY to endorse and support local and

regional authorities in the fight against climate change

Voluntary commitment of signatories to meet and

exceed the EU 20% CO2 reduction target through the
implementation of a Sustainable Energy Action Plan
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The Covenant Commitments
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Support to Signatories



An unprecedented success"

6,300 signatories6,300 signatories

205 million citizens 

54 countries 
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4,600 Sustainable Energy Action Plans

400+ Monitoring Reports



... Ambitious goals

Corresponding to Corresponding to 479 TWh Corresponding to 133 TWh

CO2 reduction Energy savings Local energy production

28% 20% 18%
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Corresponding to 

189 Mtonnes CO2 eq. 

to be reduced, which 

is the equivalent of 

overall emissions of 

Belgium and 

Luxemburg combined.

Corresponding to 479 TWh

of estimated energy savings 

to be reached by 2020 as a 

result of measures in the 

buildings and transport 

sectors.

Corresponding to 133 TWh

of energy  to be locally 

produced, mainly from CHP, 

PV and wind power. This will 

contribute to meet 18% of 

signatories’ future energy 

demand from local energy 

production.

Source: JRC (2015), “The Covenant of Mayors in Figures – 6 Year Assessment" report.



Transport so far within COM

15%

18%

Estimated reduction GHG emissions by 2020 

by sector

23%44%

18%
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23%44%



A collaborative appraoch

DG ENERGY

General supervision and 

financial support  financial support  

CoM Office

general coordination, promotion 

(website etc), networking, administrative 

support, technical helpdesk (with JRC)

JRC

Scientific-technical support to the 

development, implementation and 

monitoring of the CoM; (the SEAP 

Guidebook)
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Covenant Support Materials

SEAP Guidebook

Thematic Leaflets
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SEAP template & instructions

in 23 EU languages



The SEAP guidebook

• Document intended to guide signatories through the 

SEAP development process. Including: SEAP development process. Including: 

– Development of emission inventories 

• How to collect emission data

– Development of Sustainable Energy Action Plan

to reduce the CO2 emissions with min. 20%

The guidebook is the result of a collaborative work between the Joint Research 

Centre and the Covenant of Mayors Office, with the crucial input of local and 

regional energy practitioners. 
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Update of the Guidebook

• New target year to be revised in order to link the 

Covenant of Mayors to the new 2030 framework for Covenant of Mayors to the new 2030 framework for 

climate and energy (40% reduction of CO2 

emissions)

• Update of the guidebook in order to present latest 

developments within sustainable urban development 

in particular on the transport guidance

• Similar target year for COM and the Transport White • Similar target year for COM and the Transport White 

Paper

• Good timing for alignment of SUMP and SEAP 

guidance
The guidebook is the result of a collaborative work between the Joint Research 

Centre and the Covenant of Mayors Office, with the crucial input of local and 

regional energy practitioners. 11



Aim of the parallel session

• Discuss the challenges and solutions to 

quantifying energy consumption in the quantifying energy consumption in the 

transport sector in order to:

– provide inputs for updating the SEAP 

guidebook on how to measure/encourage 

local sustainable mobility with:

• Key recommendations from the SUMP 

conference for updating the guidebook

• A serious of individual inputs from practitioners 

and experts in the transport field
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